
Case Study: Rhodian Pedia

In one of the most beautiful Greek islands, 
Rhodian Pedia was established in the middle 
of 2003. Today, Rhodian Pedia consists of a 
counseling center, sport center, schools of all 
grades, language schools and a conservatory 
in order to serve all the modern needs of its 
2.000 students while occupying more than 
190 employees.

The past
Even new to the educational market Rhodian Pedia started its effort to 

implement a school management software, since 2005. “School registra-

tion management and detailed students’ data cards were the two main 

requirements we had back then” mentioned Spiros, the experienced IT 

Manager of the academic institute.

Why did the school introduce Classter? 
Classter had everything we were seeking for from the very first presen-

tation. It was the simplest decision for me to choose Classter among all 

the other solutions we were examining. My vision was a consolidated IT 

management infrastructure and with Classter I would be able to admin-

istrate all our diverse aspects via a single platform. The icing on the cake 

were the customization possibilities. Our IT department could simply and 

securely interfere and create custom layouts and reports.

The migration process Classter? 
We constantly try to add value to all of our customers and this goal in-

spires us to work quickly and in intimate cooperation with the client. The 

deployment time of Rhodian Pedia project was about 6 months. The data 

migration from the previous system was smooth and precise. “Classter’s 

presales manager visited our institute once. He demonstrated the whole 

solution upon having customized it to our requirements. First of all, 

showed us in detail all the functionalities of Classter and then, while 

everything was ready he visited each office from the administration to 

the accounting office and trained the staff. I was expecting the migration 

process as a major change to be painful and time-consuming but thanks 

to their accurate work it was a snap!” said Spiros.
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AWARDComprehensive students’ data from a 
single view
“With Classter we keep detailed information for 
our students. The secretaries can easily select a 
student’s card and get an overview of his demo-
graphic, contact, academic, financial, medical, 
activities and transportation data. I should defi-
nitely mention the unique ID that characterizes 
the student from the moment that he registers 
until she becomes alumni.” declared Spiros. It is 
a valuable asset for us and all our clients love it.

All-in-one System
One of Classter’s competitive advantages is 
the platform’s unification. Even the most com-
plex school structure is smoothly handled via 
Classter. “You just enter the system, you select 
your company (kindergarten, primary school 
or secondary school) and then the academic 
period. Before Classter when I was asked to get 
information or reports or even help teachers 
to upload grades, absences etc. for a specific 
company, I needed to find the correspondent 
system.” Spiros said.

Classter + Rhodian Pedia next steps
Keeping exemplary relations with clients they always are the first to meet, embrace and implement our new 

tools and apps. Rhodian Pedia is about to adopt Classter App for Teachers, our in-class management mobile 

application. Spiros highlights “They deploy applications that we would always like to have. Classter App for 

Teachers will help teachers to manage their sessions, add absences, comments and badges. This step will add 

value to them and will keep students more concentrated to the learning process.”

It is a powerful students’ / athletes’ management system embraced by all the 
parts of our organization (accounting, secretary, administration offices). Easy to 
learn, reliable and with an excellent and immediate support team, has become 
our everyday partner at work and back at home. Constantly evolving, adding 
new features and new tools Classter empowers our lives. 
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